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	Introduction


PurposeThe purpose of this document is to extend the business rules definition provided by the CT Return JAR document (all versions) and RIM artefacts to include validation of Marginal Rate Relief (MRR) for CT600v2 and Marginal Relief (MR) for CT600v3. 


ScopeThe MRR/MR validation defined in this document complements the JAR entry for Unique id: F047 marginal starting rate, small companies relief or marginal relief (box 64 on CT600v2 and box 435 on CT600v3)

The validation is performed where :

CT600v2	Company Type (unique id N008) is within the range 6 to 9 or absent, and

	Marginal Rate Relief has been claimed, i.e. where Box 42 (unique id F213) contains a value of ‘yes’.



Please note: Although Company Types 4 & 5 can claim MRR, they may have a non-standard calculation, so the validation specified within this document should not be performed.

Additionally, a specific MRR tolerance level will be applied to the values entered in boxes 64, 66 and 70 of the CT600.

CT600v3	Company Type (unique id N008) is within the range 4 to 8, 10 or 0

	Marginal relief has been claimed, i.e. where Box 329 (unique id F213) contains a value of ‘yes’.



Additionally, a specific MRR tolerance level will be applied to the values entered in box 435

Please note: Although Company Type 5 can claim MRR, they may have a non-standard calculation, so the validation specified within this document should not be performed.
	MRR/MR Validation Rules


MRR/MR is a calculation used to ease the transition between different Corporation Tax rates. A calculation is performed at each threshold to determine if a company is eligible for transitional relief.  

To perform the calculations, the system has to pro-rata profits into their corresponding Financial Year (FY) and checks them against the annual threshold and percentages appropriate to that FY. The calculation also has to take into account the number of associated companies (if any) over which the Corporation Tax charges may be distributed. 

There were originally two changes of rate from the standard full Corporation Tax rate dependent on the size of company profits: a Starting rate and a Small Companies rate.  The Starting rate was abolished in 2006.  Budget 2007 introduced an additional Small Companies rate for companies with ring fenced profits.  From 2007, the fractions used to calculate Marginal Small Companies Rate Relief (MSCR) for ring fenced and non-ring fence profits are different. In Financial year 2015 the Small Profits Rate (formally the small companies rate) and marginal relief was abolished for companies that do not have ring fence profits.  Marginal relief still existed for a small number of companies with ring fence profits, but was not validated by online systems for APs that started on or after 1 April 2015 and ended before 1 April 2023

Budget 2021 introduced the Small Profits rate for non-ring fence profits for APs ending on or after 1 April 2023. The online systems for APs ending on or after the 01 April 2023 will validate the MR for ring fence and non-ring fence profits.

The following sections describe the calculation for companies with 

	no ring fence profits box 169 (CT600v2) or box 320 (CT600v3) is not present or zero 

	ring fence profits box 169 (CT600v2) or box 320 (CT600v3) is greater than zero.




Calculation Glossary
The unique ids relate to the relevant items in the JAR document

	Term
	Description
	Unique ids

	DAYSINAP 
	= number of days in Accounting Period (AP)
	Return period ‘from’ and ‘to’ Boxes (CT600v2)

Box 30 to 35 (CT600v3) inclusive

	LIB52S 
	= number of days between the start of an AP to the end of the next financial year (FY)
	Return period ‘from’ Box (CT600v2)

Box 30 (CT600v3) to the following 31st March inclusive

	FY1DAYS 
	= number of days in the FY in which the AP starts
	1st April to 31st March in days for the financial year that return period ‘from’ (CT600v2) falls in, inclusive (the result is always 365 or 366)

1st April to 31st March in days for the financial year that Box 30 (CT600v3) falls in, inclusive (the result is always 365 or 366)

	FY2DAYS 
	= next FY (used when AP straddles 2 FYs)
	1st April to 31st March in days for the financial year that return period ‘to’ (CT600v2) falls in, inclusive (the result is always 365 or 366)

1st April to 31st March in days for the financial year that Box 35 falls in, inclusive (the result is always 365 or 366)

	URMA1 
	= Upper Relevant Amount FY1  
	—

	LRMA1 
	= Lower Relevant Amount FY1 
	—

	FRA1 
	= First Relevant Amount FY1 
	—

	SRA1 
	= Second Relevant Amount FY1 
	—

	SSCFRATE1 
	= fraction used for calculating the lower band of MSCR  (FY1)
	—

	SMCOFRAC1 
	= fraction used for calculating the upper band of MSCR  (FY1) aka “the standard fraction”
	—

	URMA2 
	= Upper Relevant Amount FY2 (1,500,000 since 1994) 
	—

	LRMA2 
	= Lower Relevant Amount FY2 (300,000 since 1994) 
	—

	FRA2 
	= First Relevant Amount FY2 (10,000 from 2000 until 2005) 
	—

	SRA2 
	= Second Relevant Amount FY2 (50,000 from 2000 until 2005)
	—

	SSCFRATE2 
	= fraction used for calculating the lower band of MSCR (FY2)
	—

	SMCOFRAC2 
	= fraction used for calculating the upper band of MSCR  (FY2) aka “the standard fraction”
	—

	CHARGEPROF 
	= Basic Profits Chargeable
	Box 37 (CT600v2)
Box 315 (CT600v3)

	FRANKINV 
	= Franked Investment Income/Exempt ABGH distributions
	Box 38 (CT600v2)
Box 620 (CT600v3)

	ASSCOFY 
	= Associated Companies in this period
	Box 39 (CT600v2)
Box 326 (CT600v3)

	ASSCOFY1 
	= Associated Companies (FY1)
	Box 40 (CT600v2)
Box 327 (CT600v3)

	ASSCOFY2 
	= Associated Companies (FY2)
	Box 41 (CT600v2)
Box 328 (CT600v3)

	mscrdue 
	= MRR/MR
	Result of the calculation
Box 64 (CT600v2)
Box 435 (CT600v3)

	apdaysinfy1 
	= Number of  AP days in FY1 
	Box 30 (CT600v3) to the following 31st March inclusive

	apdaysinfy2 
	= Number of AP days in FY2
	1st April prior to Box 35 (CT600v3)

	apfy1ratio 
	= Ratio of  AP days in FY1 compared to total  AP
	—

	apfy2ratio 
	= Ratio of  AP days in FY2 compared to total  AP
	—

	fy1ratio 
	= Ratio of AP days in FY1 compared to full FY1
	—

	fy2ratio 
	= Ratio of AP days in FY2 compared to full FY2
	—

	p1 
	= Total of Profit and Franked investment income/Exempt ABGH distributions pro-rata for FY1
	—

	p2 
	= Total of Profit and Franked investment income/Exempt ABGH distributions pro-rata for FY2
	—

	noasscos1 
	= Number of Associated Companies in FY1 (used for Small Company/Profits calculations)
	—

	noasscos2 
	= Number of Associated Companies in FY2 (used for Small Company/Profits calculations)
	—

	fsraasscos1 
	= Number of Associated Companies in FY1 (used for Starting rate calculations)
	N/A from 2006

	fsraasscos2 
	= Number of associated companies in FY2 (used for Starting rate calculations)
	N/A from 2006

	msfy1ratio 
	= Ratio of AP days in FY1 compared to full FY1 (used for Small Company/Profits calculations)
	—

	msfy2ratio 
	= Ratio of AP days in FY2 compared to full FY2  (used for Small Company/Profits calculations)
	—

	srfy1ratio 
	= Ratio of AP days in FY1 compared to full FY1  (used for Starting rate calculations)
	N/A from 2006

	srfy2ratio 
	= Ratio of AP days in FY2 compared to full FY2  (used for starting rate calculations)
	N/A from 2006

	fradue1 
	= Adjusted Starting rate lower limit (FY1)
	N/A from 2006

	fradue2 
	= Adjusted Starting rate lower limit (FY2)
	N/A from 2006

	sm1 
	= Adjusted Starting rate upper limit (FY1)
	N/A from 2006

	sm2 
	= Adjusted Starting rate upper limit (FY2)
	N/A from 2006

	lrmadue1 
	= Adjusted Small Company/Profits lower limit (FY1)
	—

	lrmadue2 
	= Adjusted Small Company/Profits lower limit (FY2)
	—

	m1 
	= Adjusted Small Company/Profits upper limit (FY1)
	—

	m2 
	= Adjusted Small Company/Profits upper limit (FY2)
	—

	i1 
	= Total of basic profit pro-rata for FY1
	—

	i2 
	= Total of basic profit pro-rata for FY2
	—

	fsraband1 
	= indication of possible MRR/MR for FY1
	—

	fsraband2 
	= indication of possible MRR/MR for FY2
	—

	mscrdueap1 
	= result of the MRR/MR calculation for FY1 
	—

	mscrdueap2 
	= result of the MRR/MR calculation for FY2
	—

	part1 
	= result of the MRR/MR calculation for FY1 after comparison with thresholds
	—

	part2 
	= result of the MRR/MR calculation for FY2 after comparison with thresholds
	—



Additional variables required for the ring fence profit calculation:

	Term
	Description
	Unique ids

	RFProfit 
	= Ring Fence Profits Included 
	Box 169 (CT600v2)
Box 320 (CT600v3)

	PR1 
	= Profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY1
	—

	PR2 
	= Profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY2
	—

	PNR1 
	= Profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY1
	—

	PNR2 
	= Profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY2
	—

	IR1 
	= Basic profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY1
	—

	IR2 
	= Basic profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY2
	—

	INR1 
	= Basic profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY1
	—

	INR2 
	= Basic profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits pro-rata for FY2
	—

	MR1 
	= Adjusted Small Company upper limit for Profits that consist of Ring Fence Profits for FY1
	—

	MR2 
	= Adjusted small company/profits upper limit for Profits that consist of Ring Fence Profits for FY2
	—

	MNR1 
	= Adjusted Small Company upper limit for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits for FY1
	—

	MNR2  
	= Adjusted Small Company upper limit for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits for 
	—

	FY2MSCRFY1RF
	= MSCR (FY1) for Profits consisting of Ring Fence Profits
	—

	MSCRFY1NRF	
	= MSCR (FY1) for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits 
	—

	MSCRFY2RF 
	= MSCR (FY2) for Profits consisting of Ring Fence Profits
	—

	MSCRFY2NRF 
	= MSCR (FY2) for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fence Profits 
	—

	SMRFFRAC1 
	= Marginal small companies’ fraction for ring fence trades (FY1) aka “the ring fence fraction”
	—

	SMRFFRAC2 
	= Marginal small companies’ fraction for ring fence trades (FY2) “the ring fence fraction”
	—



Note that “Profits” include any Franked Investment Income (FII)/Exempt ABGH distributions where as “Basic Profits” do not.

MRR Calculation – Calculation for Companies with no Ring Fenced Profits
If Ring fence profits included in Box 169 (CT600v2) or Box 320 (CT600v3) is either zero or not present in the submission, then the calculation in this section should be applied.

apdaysinfy1 := if DAYSINAP IS LESS THAN LIB52S then use DAYSINAP, otherwise use LIB52S.

apdaysinfy2 := if DAYSINAP - apdaysinfy1 IS LESS THAN 1 then use 0
   otherwise use DAYSINAP - apdaysinfy1.

apfy1ratio := apdaysinfy1 / DAYSINAP.
apfy2ratio := if apdaysinfy2 IS EQUAL TO 0 then use 0, otherwise use apdaysinfy2 / DAYSINAP

fy1ratio := apdaysinfy1 / FY1DAYS.
fy2ratio := apdaysinfy2 / FY2DAYS.

p1 := (CHARGEPROF + FRANKINV) * apfy1ratio.
p2 := (CHARGEPROF + FRANKINV) * apfy2ratio.

noasscos1 :=
if ASSCOFY is present
then use 1 +ASSCOFY
otherwise if URMA1 & URMA2 are the same AND LRMA1 & LRMA2 are the same
then use 1 + the greater of ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2
otherwise (ie. URMA or LRMA changed from one FY to the next, therefore)
use ASSCOFY1+1 
if ASSCOFY, ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2 are all absent, then use “1” 

noasscos2 :=
if ASSCOFY is present
then use 1 +ASSCOFY
otherwise if URMA1 & URMA2 are the same AND LRMA1 & LRMA2 are the same
then use 1 + the greater of ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2
otherwise (ie. URMA or LRMA changed from one FY to the next, therefore)
use ASSCOFY2+1 
if ASSCOFY, ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2 are all absent, then use “1”

fsraasscos1 :=
if ASSCOFY is present
then use 1 +ASSCOFY
otherwise if SRA1 & SRA2 are the same AND FRA1 & FRA2 are the same
then use 1 + the greater of ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2
otherwise (ie. SRA or FRA changed from one FY to the next, therefore)
use ASSCOFY1+1 
if ASSCOFY, ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2 are all absent, then use “1”

fsraasscos2 :=
if ASSCOFY is present
then use 1 +ASSCOFY
otherwise if SRA1 & SRA2 are the same AND FRA1 & FRA2 are the same
then use 1 + the greater of ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2
otherwise (ie. SRA or FRA changed from one FY to the next, therefore)
use ASSCOFY2+1 
if ASSCOFY, ASSCOFY1 and ASSCOFY2 are all absent, then use “1”

msfy1ratio :=
if URMA1 is different to URMA2 then use fy1ratio
otherwise (ie. URMA has not changed)
use apdaysinfy1 / 366 when DAYSINAP IS EQUAL TO 366
otherwise use apdaysinfy1 / 365.

msfy2ratio :=
if URMA1 is different to URMA2 then use fy2ratio
otherwise (ie. URMA has not changed)
use apdaysinfy2 / 366 when DAYSINAP IS EQUAL TO 366
otherwise use apdaysinfy2 / 365.

srfy1ratio :=
if SRA1 is different to SRA2 then use fy1ratio
otherwise (ie. SRA has not changed)
use apdaysinfy1 / 366 when DAYSINAP IS EQUAL TO 366
otherwise use apdaysinfy1 / 365.

srfy2ratio :=
if SRA1 is different to SRA2 then use fy2ratio
otherwise (ie. SRA has not changed)
use apdaysinfy2 / 366 when DAYSINAP IS EQUAL TO 366
otherwise use apdaysinfy2 / 365.

fradue1 := 
if FRA1 is applicable then use FRA1 * srfy1ratio / fsraasscos1
OTHERWISE use a null value

fradue2 := 
if FRA2 is applicable then use FRA2 * srfy2ratio / fsraasscos2
OTHERWISE use a null value

sm1 := 
if SRA1 is applicable then use SRA1 * srfy1ratio / fsraasscos1
OTHERWISE use a null value

sm2 := 
if SRA2 is applicable then use SRA2 * srfy2ratio / fsraasscos2
OTHERWISE use a null value

lrmadue1 := LRMA1 * msfy1ratio / noasscos1.
lrmadue2 := LRMA2 * msfy2ratio / noasscos2.

m1 := URMA1 * msfy1ratio / noasscos1.
m2 := URMA2 * msfy2ratio / noasscos2.

i1 := CHARGEPROF * apfy1ratio.
i2 := CHARGEPROF * apfy2ratio.

fsraband1 :=
if FRA1 and SRA1 are not applicable 
then use 1
otherwise if p1 IS GREATER THAN fradue1 AND
EITHER p1 IS LESS THAN sm1
OR p1 IS EQUAL TO sm1
then use 0
otherwise use 1.

fsraband2 :=
if FRA2 and SRA2 are not applicable 
then use 1
otherwise if p2 IS GREATER THAN fradue2 AND
 EITHER p2 IS LESS THAN sm2
OR p2 IS EQUAL TO sm2 
then use 0
otherwise use 1.

mscrdueap1 :=
if p1 IS EQUAL TO 0 then use 0
otherwise
if fsraband1 IS EQUAL TO 0 
then use ((sm1 - p1) * (i1 / p1)) * (SSCFRATE1)
otherwise use ((m1 - p1) * (i1 / p1)) * (SMCOFRAC1).

mscrdueap2 :=
if p2 IS EQUAL TO 0 then use 0
otherwise
if fsraband2 IS EQUAL TO 0
then use ((sm2 - p2) * (i2 / p2)) * (SSCFRATE2)
otherwise use ((m2 - p2) * (i2 / p2)) * (SMCOFRAC2).

part1 :=
if ALL of the following conditions are met:-
	fsraband1 IS EQUAL TO 0

	p1 IS GREATER THAN fradue1

	p1 IS LESS THAN (sm1 + 0.01)


then use mscrdueap1
otherwise
if ALL of the following conditions are met:- 
	fsraband1 IS EQUAL TO 1

	p1 IS GREATER THAN lrmadue1

	p1 IS LESS THAN (m1 + 0.01)


then use mscrdueap1
otherwise use 0.

part2 := 
if ALL of the following conditions are met:-
	fsraband2 IS EQUAL TO 0

	p2 IS GREATER THAN fradue2

	p2 IS LESS THAN (sm2 + 0.01)


then use mscrdueap2
otherwise 
if ALL of the following conditions are met:-
	p2 IS GREATER THAN lrmadue2

	p2 IS LESS THAN (m2 + 0.01)


then use mscrdueap2 
otherwise use 0.

mscrdue := Marginal Rate Relief
use part1 + part2.


MRR Calculation – Calculation for Companies with Ring Fence Profits
If Box 169 (Ring Fenced Profits Included) is greater than zero then the calculation in this section should be applied.

The following variables are calculated in the same way as specified in section 2.2:

	apdaysinfy1 

	apdaysinfy2 

	apfy1ratio 

	apfy2ratio

	fy1ratio 

	fy2ratio 

	p1 

	p2 

	noasscos1 

	noasscos2 

	msfy1ratio

	msfy2ratio

	lrmadue1 

	lrmadue2 

	m1 

	m2 

	i1 

	i2 



Note, for FY2015 to FY2022 replace the number of associated companies in the calculation with the number of 51% grouped companies

PR1 	= Profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY1
		= RFProfit * apfy1ratio 

PR2 	= Profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY2
		= RFProfit * apfy2ratio 

PNR1 	= Profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY1
		= p1 – PR1

PNR2 	= Profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY2
		= p2 – PR2

IR1	= Basic profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY1
		= PR1

IR2	= Basic profits for the AP that consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY2
		= PR2

INR1	= Basic profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY1
		= i1 – IR1

INR2	= Basic profits for the AP that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits pro-rata for FY2
		= i2 – IR2

MR1	= Adjusted Small Company upper limit for Profits that consist of Ring Fenced Profits for FY1
		= ((URMA1 * msfy1ratio) / noasscos1) * (PR1 / p1)

MR2	= Adjusted Small Company upper limit for Profits that consist of Ring Fenced Profits for FY2
		= ((URMA2 * msfy2ratio) / noasscos2) * (PR2 / p2)

MNR1	= Adjusted Small Company upper limit for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits for FY1
		= ((URMA1 * msfy1ratio) / noasscos1) * (PNR1 / p1)

MNR2	= Adjusted Small Company upper limit for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits for FY2
		= ((URMA2 * msfy2ratio) / noasscos2) * (PNR2 / p2)


fsraband1 	=	if 	p1 > 0 
				and	p1 > lrmadue1 
				and	p1 < (m1 + 0.01) then use 1
				else	use 0
This defines whether or not the company is eligible for MSCR in FY1.  The company is eligible if: 
	FY1 Profits are greater than 0

	FY1 Profits are greater than the Adjusted Small Company lower limit (FY1)

	FY1 Profits are less than the Adjusted Small Company upper limit (FY1) + 0.01




fsraband2 	=	if	p2 > 0 
				and	p2 > lrmadue2
				and	p2 < (m2 + 0.01) then use 1
				else	use 0
This defines whether or not the company is eligible for MSCR in FY2.  The company is eligible if: 
	FY2 Profits are greater than 0

	FY2 Profits are greater than the Adjusted Small Company lower limit (FY2)

	FY2 Profits are less than the Adjusted Small Company upper limit (FY2) + 0.01




MSCRFY1RF	= MSCR (FY1) for Profits consisting of Ring Fenced Profits
			If fsraband1 = 0 then use 0
			otherwise
			if SMRFFRAC1 is applicable 
			then use (MR1 – PR1) * (IR1 / PR1) * SMRFFRAC1
			else use (MR1 – PR1) * (IR1 / PR1) * SMCOFRAC1
If the ring fence fraction is not defined for the FY then use the standard fraction for that FY to calculate MSCR.

MSCRFY1NRF	= MSCR (FY1) for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits 
If PNR1 = 0, then MSCRFY1NRF = 0

If fsraband1 = 0 then use 0
			otherwise use (MNR1 – PNR1) * (INR1 / PNR1) * SMCOFRAC1

MSCRFY2RF	= MSCR (FY2) for Profits consisting of Ring Fenced Profits

			if fsraband2 = 0 then use 0
			otherwise
				if SMRFFRAC2 is applicable 
				then use (MR2 – PR2) * (IR2 / PR2) * SMRFFRAC2
				else use (MR2 – PR2) * (IR2 / PR2) * SMCOFRAC2
If the ring fence fraction is not defined for the FY then use the standard fraction for that FY to calculate MSCR.

MSCRFY2NRF	= MSCR (FY2) for Profits that do not consist of Ring Fenced Profits 
If PNR2 = 0, then MSCRFY2NRF = 0

If fsraband2 = 0 then use 0
			otherwise use (MNR2 – PNR2) * (INR2 / PNR2) * SMCOFRAC2

part1 		= MSCRFY1RF + MSCRFY1NRF

part2 		= MSCRFY2RF + MSCRFY2NRF

mscrdue 	= Marginal Rate Relief
			=  part1 + part2
Annual Constants
Please note: Where the calculation is performed for years after the latest year below it is assumed that the latest year rates and values are used. 

	Marginal Relief Rates
Year beginning 1 April
	2016
	2017
	2018
	2019
	2020
	2021
	2022
	2023
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Main Rate of Corporation Tax on profits other than ring fence
	20%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	25%
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Rate of Corporation Tax on ring fence profits of companies
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Starting Rate
CTSTRTRATE
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Starting Rate Marginal Relief Lower Limit
FRA1/FRA2
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Starting Rate Marginal Relief Upper Limit
SRA1/SRA2
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Starting Rate Marginal Relief Fraction
SSCFRATE1/SSCFRATE2
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Small Company/Profits Rate
SCTRATE
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	19%
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Small Company/Profits Marginal Relief Lower Limit
LRMA1/LRMA2
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£50,000
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Small Company/Profits Marginal Relief Upper Limit
URMA1/URMA2
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£250,000
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Small Company/Profits Marginal Relief Fraction
SMCOFRAC1/SMCOFRAC2
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	3/200
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Small Companies’ rate for ring fence trades (offshore North Sea Oil and Gas companies only)
SPECIAL_RF_RATE
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—

	Marginal small companies’ fraction for ring fence trades
SMRFFRAC1/ SMRFFRAC2
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	—
	—
	—
	—
	—




	Marginal Relief Rates
Year beginning 1 April
	2003
	2004
	2005
	2006
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	2012
	2013
	2014
	2015

	Main Rate of Corporation Tax on profits other than ring fence
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	28%
	28%
	28%
	26%
	24%
	23%
	21%
	20%

	Rate of Corporation Tax on ring fence profits of companies
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%
	30%

	Starting Rate
CTSTRTRATE
	0%
	0%
	0%
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A

	Starting Rate Marginal Relief Lower Limit
FRA1/FRA2
	£10,000
	£10,000
	£10,000
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A

	Starting Rate Marginal Relief Upper Limit
SRA1/SRA2
	£50,000
	£50,000
	£50,000
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A

	Starting Rate Marginal Relief Fraction
SSCFRATE1/SSCFRATE2
	19/400
	19/400
	19/400
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A

	Small Company/Profits Rate
SCTRATE
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	20%
	21%
	21%
	21%
	20%
	20%
	20%
	20%
	N/A

	Small Company/Profits Marginal Relief Lower Limit
LRMA1/LRMA2
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000
	£300,000

	Small Company/Profits Marginal Relief Upper Limit
URMA1/URMA2
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000
	£1,500,000

	Small Company Marginal Relief Fraction
SMCOFRAC1/SMCOFRAC2
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/200
	1/40
	7/400
	7/400
	7/400
	3/200
	1/100
	3/400
	1/400
	N/A

	Small Companies’ rate for ring fence trades (offshore North Sea Oil and Gas companies only)
SPECIAL_RF_RATE
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%
	19%

	Marginal small companies’ fraction for ring fence trades
SMRFFRAC1/ SMRFFRAC2
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	N/A
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
	11/400
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